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Given is a set of items and a set of devices, each possessing two limited resources. Each
item requires some amounts of these resources. Further, each item is associated with
a profit and a color, and items of the same color can share the use of one resource.
The goal is to allocate the resources to the most profitable (feasible) subset of items. In
alternative formulation, the goal is to pack the most profitable subset of items in a set
of two-dimensional bins (knapsacks), in which the capacity in one dimension is sharable.
Indeed, the special case where there is a single item in each color is the well-known two-
dimensional vector packing (2DVP) problem. Thus, unless P = NP, the problem that we study
does not admit a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for a single bin, and is
MAX-SNP hard for multiple bins. Our problem has several important applications, including
data placement on disks in media-on-demand systems.
We present approximation algorithms as well as optimal solutions for some instances. In
some cases, our results are similar to the best known results for 2DVP. Specifically, for a
single bin, we show that the problem is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time and develop a
polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for general instances. For a natural subclass of
instances we obtain a simpler scheme. This yields the first combinatorial PTAS for a non-
trivial subclass of instances for 2DVP. For multiple bins, we develop a PTAS for a subclass of
instances arising in the data placement problem. Finally, we show that when the number
of distinct colors in the instance is fixed, our problem admits a PTAS, even if the items
have arbitrary sizes and profits, and the bins are arbitrary.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem statement

Consider the following optimization problem. Given is a set of n items and a set of N devices, each possessing a limited
supply of two resources. Each item requires some amounts of the resources. Further, an item is associated with a profit,
that is obtained if the resources are allocated to that item, and a color; items of the same color can share the use of one of
the resources. The goal is to allocate the resources to a subset of the items, subject to availability constraints, such that the
overall profit is maximized.

✩ A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Approximation Algorithms (APPROX), Princeton,
August 2003.
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Formally, suppose that the j-th device, 1 � j � N , has V j and C j units from the first and second resource, respectively.
Each item i, 1 � i � n, is associated with a profit, pi . Also, item i requires si units from the first resource and ci units
from the second resource. We assume that the second resource can be shared by some items. Specifically, the instance I is
partitioned into M sets, by colors; all items of the same color k, 1 � k � M , require the same amount, ck , from the second
resource and can share its use. The goal is to select a feasible most-profitable subset of items. A subset is feasible if the
total allocation from the first (second) resource on the j-th device does not exceed V j (C j ), for 1 � j � N .

In alternative formulation, the above set of items needs to be packed into N bins (knapsacks); the j-th bin has capacity
V j and C j compartments. Each item can be packed in any of the bins. When the first item of color k is packed in some
bin, ck compartments are allocated to this color; additional items of color k will be accommodated in the same set of
compartments. A packing is feasible if the total size of the packed items in any bin, j, is at most V j , and the total number of
compartments allocated in bin j is at most C j , 1 � j � N . The goal is to pack a subset of the items of maximum total profit.

Indeed, the special case where there is a single item of each color is the well-known two-dimensional vector packing
problem (2DVP). Thus, our problem does not admit an FPTAS for a single bin [15] and is MAX-SNP hard for multiple bins,
already in the case where the bins are identical, and the items have unit profits, i.e., pi = 1 ∀i,1 � i � n [22]. We call this
problem vector packing with a sharable dimension (VPSD).

1.2. Applications

A natural application of VPSD is data placement on disks in media-on-demand systems [10,13]. In such systems (see,
e.g., [24,9]), a large database of M video program files is stored on a centralized server. Each program file, k, 1 � k � M , is
associated with a number of desired broadcasts of this file, nk , and a size (storage requirement), ck . The files are stored on
N shared disks. Each disk, j, is characterized by (i) its storage capacity, C j , that is, the total size of the files that can reside
on it, and (ii) its load capacity, V j , which is the number of data streams that can be read simultaneously from that disk.
The files need to be placed on the disks so as to maximize the total number of requests for broadcasts that can be satisfied
simultaneously. In the resulting instance of VPSD, the bins represent disks, and the items are broadcast requests. To satisfy
a request, some disk has to broadcast a data stream to the client. This disk must hold a copy of the requested file. Note that
storage is a shared resource − that can be used by all the streams broadcasting the same data from the same disk. Different
files may have different sizes, thus, they may have different ck values. On the other hand, all the broadcast streams require
the same (non-sharable) bandwidth; thus, ∀k sk = 1.

Another application is distributed caching [5], in which the items to be packed are requests to access stored data. Requests
of the same type (color) need to access the same data and can therefore share the storage allocated to this data. On the
other hand, each request requires non-sharable bandwidth.

Other applications of VPSD are production planning and scheduling parallel tasks (see in [20]). Of particular interest in
our study is the subclass of uniform profit/size ratio instances of VPSD, in which for some α > 0, ∀i pi = αsi . Such instances
naturally arise in real systems, where client payments for service (item profits) are proportional to the amounts of resources
consumed (item sizes).

1.3. Our results

We present approximation algorithms as well as optimal solutions for several subclasses of instances. In some cases, our
results for VPSD are similar to the best known results for 2DVP. Specifically, for a single bin, we show (in Section 2) that
the problem is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time. We then develop a PTAS for general instances. For the natural subclass
of uniform profit/size instances we obtain a simpler scheme, that is based on extension of a PTAS proposed in [18] for the
classical knapsack problem (see Section 3). This yields the first combinatorial PTAS for a non-trivial subclass of instances for
2DVP.

For multiple bins, we show (in Section 5) that an iterative greedy algorithm achieves the ratio of (2 + ε) for instances
with arbitrary bin sizes, and ( e

e−1 + ε) when the bins are identical. In Section 6 we consider instances of VPSD arising in
the data placement problem. We develop a PTAS for data placement instances with identical disks and fixed number of file
sizes. Finally, we show (in Section 7) that while in general VPSD is APX-hard on multiple bins, when the number of distinct
colors in the instance is fixed VPSD admits a PTAS.

Table 1 summarizes the new and previous lower- and upper-bound results for VPSD, 2DVP and the data placement
problem. New bounds given in this paper are shown in boldface, with the previous best known bound given in parenthesis.
Entries marked with · follow by inference (e.g., lower bounds for data placement with unit file sizes on multiple bins carry
over to data placement with � file sizes, or upper bounds for VPSD apply also for the special case of the data placement
problem). Our combinatorial PTAS for uniform VPSD on a single bin improves the running time of the LP-based PTAS of [6].
The running time of the PTAS of [13] for data placement with � file sizes is f (C,�), as given in (1). The data placement
problem on a single bin (= disk) with unit files sizes can be solved optimally by a greedy algorithm, which selects files in
non-increasing order by broadcast requirements.2 In Section 1.4 we describe in detail other previous work that relate to our
results.

2 See the detailed definition of the problem in Section 4.2.
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Table 1
Known results for 2DVP, VPSD and the data placement problem.

Single bin Multiple bins

l.b. u.b. l.b. u.b. (identical) u.b. (general)

VPSD · PTAS · e/(e − 1) + ε 2 + ε
2DVP Strongly NP-hard [15] PTAS (LP) [6] MAX-SNP hard [22] · dual PTAS [2]
Uniform VPSD NPC PTAS · · 2 + ε
Data placement NPC FPTAS · · ·
Data placement � file sizes OPT · PTAS ( f (C,�)) [13] ·
Data placement unit file sizes OPT NPC [19] · 2 [19]

1.4. Related work

Packing problems in single dimension have been extensively studied. Since these problems are NP-hard, most of the
research work in this area focused on finding approximation algorithms. The classic 0–1 knapsack problem admits an FPTAS;
that is, for any ε > 0, a (1 − ε)-approximation for the optimal solution can be found in O (n/ε2) steps [11,8]. In contrast,
the multiple knapsack (MK) problem is known to be strongly NP-hard [7]. Chekuri and Khanna developed in [3] a PTAS for
MK and showed that with slight generalizations this problem becomes APX-hard.

Fisher, Nemhauser and Wolsey [4] considered the problem of maximizing a submodular function over independent sets
of a matroid. The paper gives a simple greedy algorithm that yields a 2-approximation to the optimum. As noted in [5],
this gives a 2-approximation algorithm for the separable assignment problem, a generalization of VPSD on multiple bins,
whenever the single bin problem is solvable in polynomial time. In Section 5 we apply a similar approach to obtain a
greedy (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for VPSD with multiple bins, based on a (1 + ε)-approximation for the single bin
problem.

Packing problems in higher dimensions (also known as d-dimensional vector packing) are known to be substantially harder
to solve, exactly or approximately. The best known result for a single knapsack is a PTAS due to Frieze and Clarke [6], for the
case where d is a fixed constant. As opposed to the combinatorial schemes for the single dimension case, the PTAS in [6]
uses as a procedure a linear program. To the best of our knowledge, none of the later published work on the d-dimensional
knapsack problem gives a combinatorial scheme, even for the case where d = 2. Recently, Fleischer et al. [5] designed a PTAS
for VPSD in a single knapsack. The scheme of [5] simplifies the PTAS in Section 2.2 and handles also the fractional version
of the problem. In fact, for d = 2, the paper [5] gives a (1 − 1/e − ε)-approximation algorithm and also shows that for this
version of the problem, the factor 1−1/e is the best possible. Recently, Patt-Shamir and Rawitz [17] extended the technique
in Section 2.2 to obtain a PTAS for d-dimensional multiple-choice knapsack, where d > 1 is a constant. This generalizes our
scheme, which applies for a special case of multiple-choice 2-dimensional knapsack.

For the case of N > 1 bins, Woeginger showed in [22] that two-dimensional vector packing is MAX-SNP hard (see also in
[2]). Chekuri and Khanna presented in [2] a PTAS for the vector scheduling problem, in which our goal is to schedule a set of
jobs, given by d-dimensional vectors, on a set of machines, so as to minimize the maximum completion time (or makespan)
over all dimensions. The scheme in [2] yields a dual PTAS for d-dimensional vector packing in N � 1 bins, where the bins
have d equal-sized dimensions, and d is a fixed constant. The class constrained multiple knapsack (CCMK) problem introduced
in [20] is a special case of VPSD, where ck = 1 for all 1 � k � M . The paper [20] presents a PTAS for any instance of CCMK
in which M , the number of distinct colors of items, is fixed.

The data placement problem was initially studied in [19]. The paper presents an algorithm for the case where all the
files are of the same (unit) size, and for all 1 � j � N , the ratio V j/C j is equal (uniform ratio disks). The paper shows that the
algorithm achieves a ratio of 1 − 1/(1 + Cmin) to the optimal, where Cmin = min j C j . Golubchik et al. gave in [10] a tighter
analysis of this algorithm and showed that it achieves the ratio 1 − 1/(1 + √

Cmin)
2, and that this ratio is optimal for any

algorithm for this problem. The paper [10] also presents a PTAS for the data placement problem with unit sized files and
uniform ratio disks. Kashyap and Khuller [13] studied the problem with files of � distinct sizes, where � is fixed. They
presented an algorithm that achieves a ratio of

f (C,�) = C − �

C + �

(
1 − 1

(1 +
√

C
2�

)2

)
, (1)

where file sizes are in {1, . . . ,�}, and C is the storage capacity of any disk. They also showed that this algorithm can be
combined with an algorithm that runs in polynomial time when C is fixed, to get a PTAS for the data placement problem
with constant number of file sizes.

Other related works deal with media-on-demand systems. Dynamic algorithms for the data placement problem were
suggested in [24]. In [16] the load on the disks is balanced dynamically by replications and deletions of media-files. Better
performance of the MOD system can be achieved also by data sharing techniques, i.e., data retrieved for one request can
be used to service additional requests. This can be done by batching (see e.g., in [23]) or buffering [12,1]. Each of these
techniques can be applied independently of the data placement scheme, to improve the overall performance of the system.
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2. Algorithms for a single bin

2.1. A pseudo-polynomial time algorithm

In this section, we discuss the single bin version of VPSD. We first describe a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, A,
which solves optimally VPSD for a single bin. Suppose that the bin has capacity V and C compartments. The algorithm is
based on a two-stage dynamic programming procedure. Let nk denote the number of items of color k, and assume that
pmax = max1�i�n pi is the maximum profit of any item, and P̂ �

∑
i pi is an upper bound on the optimal profit.

• In the first stage, the values hk,r(a) are computed recursively; hk,r(a) denotes the minimum total size of a subset of
items, out of the first r in color k, such that the total profit of the subset is a, where 1 � k � M , 1 � r � nk , and
0 � a � P̂ .

• In the second stage, the values of hk,r(a) are used to compute recursively fk(a, �), the minimum total size of a subset
of items whose colors are among the first k, 1 � k � M , such that the items use � compartments, 1 � � � C , and the
total profit of the items is a, 1 � a � P̂ .

Formally, the calculation of the values hk,r(a) is done by initializing

hk,r(a) =
⎧⎨
⎩

0, a = 0,

+∞, −pmax � a < 0,

+∞, r = 0, 1 � a � P̂ .

Then, for k = 1, . . . , M , the entries of hk,r can be computed from those of hk,r−1 by using for r ∈ {1, . . . ,nk}, a ∈ {0, . . . , P̂ }
the formula

hk,r(a) = min

{
hk,r−1(a),

sk
r + hk,r−1(a − pk

r )

where sk
r , pk

r are the size and profit of the r-th item of color k.
For calculation of the values fk(a, �), initially set

f0(a, �) =
{

0, a = 0 and � = 0,

+∞, otherwise

and fk(a, �) = +∞ for � � 0, ∀1 � k � M , ∀a > 0. Then, for k = 1, . . . , M , the entries of fk can be computed from those of
fk−1 by using for � ∈ {1, . . . , C}, a ∈ {0, . . . , P̂ } the formula

fk(a, �) = min

{
fk−1(a, �),

min1�a′�a( fk−1(a − a′, � − ck) + hk,nk (a
′)).

The first line covers the case where no item of color k is added to the solution; in the second line, we add items of color k
and find the minimum total size of the packed items, considering all possible contributions 1 � a′ � a of items in color k to
the overall profit.

The optimal solution is given by

max
a=0,..., P̂ ; �=1,...,C

{
a: f M(a, �) � V

}
.

Hence, we have

Theorem 2.1. VPSD can be solved optimally in O (nP̂ + M P̂ 2C) steps.

Note that if C , the number of compartments in the bin, is polynomial in the input size, then the above yields an FPTAS
for the problem.

2.2. Approximation scheme for a single bin

In this section, we describe a PTAS for a single bin. Indeed, this is the best we can expect, since VPSD is a generalization
of 2DVP, which is strongly NP-hard already for a single bin [15]. Assume that the optimal profit, P , for our instance is
known. We reduce our problem to the binary 2-dimensional multiple choice knapsack (B2D-MCK) problem. That is, for given
values of P and ε, we define an instance for B2D-MCK, whose optimal solution induces a solution for VPSD with profit at
least (1 − ε)P . We then develop a PTAS for the B2D-MCK problem. By combining the reduction and the PTAS for B2D-MCK,
we get a PTAS for VPSD. Note that P can be ‘guessed’ in polynomial time within factor (1 + ε), using binary search over the
range (maxi pi,

∑
i pi).
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2.2.1. Reduction to binary 2-dimensional multiple choice knapsack
Recall that an instance of B2D-MCK consists of a single 2-dimensional knapsack and M sets of items. Each item has a

2-dimensional size and is associated with a profit. The goal is to pack a subset of items of maximal total profit. A packing
is feasible if it does not exceed the volume in any dimension, and at most one item is packed from each set.

Given the value of P , the parameter ε and a VPSD instance with n items of M distinct colors, construct a B2D-MCK
instance consisting of a single 2-dimensional knapsack with capacities b1 = V and b2 = C , and M sets of items; each set Sk
has R = M/ε items, 1 � k � M . Each of the items in Sk represents a subset of the items in the VPSD instance which are of
color k, and whose total profit is rounded down to the nearest integral multiple of εP/M . In particular, the j-th item in Sk ,
denoted as (k, j), is given by the triple (skj, ck, p(k, j)): skj is the minimal total size of a subset of items in color k whose
total profit is p(k, j) = ( jεP )/M . This total size can be computed using dynamic programming for the items of Sk with the
rounded profits (as in the FPTAS for the classic knapsack problem [11]).

Lemma 2.2. If there exists a solution with profit P for the VPSD instance, then there exists a solution with profit at least (1 − ε)P for
the binary B2D-MCK instance.

Proof. Given an optimal solution for VPSD with profit P , assume that the contribution of color k is in the range
[ jεP

M ,
( j+1)εP

M ); then, in the input for B2D-MCK, the profit of the corresponding item in Sk is rounded down to jεP/M .
Due to similar rounding of the profits contributed by other colors, the total loss in profit is at most εP . �
2.2.2. Approximating the optimal solution for B2D-MCK

Given an instance of B2D-MCK, ‘guess’ the set S of most profitable items in the optimal solution, where |S| = h =
min(M, � 4(1−ε)

ε 	). Let E(S) be the subset of items with profits that are larger than the minimal profit of any item in S , that
is, E(S) = {(k, j) /∈ S | p(k, j) > pmin(S)}, where pmin(S) = min(k, j)∈S p(k, j).

All the items (k, j) ∈ S are packed, and all the items (k, j) ∈ E(S) as well as the sets Sk from which an item has been
selected, are eliminated from the instance. In the next step we find an optimal basic solution for the following linear program.

(
LP(S)

)
max

M∑
k=1

R∑
j=1

p(k, j)xkj

s.t.
R∑

j=1

xkj � 1 for k = 1, . . . , M

M∑
k=1

R∑
j=1

xkj skj � V

M∑
k=1

ck

R∑
j=1

xkj � C

xkj = 1 for (k, j) ∈ S, and xkj = 0 for (k, j) ∈ E(S)

0 � xkj � 1 for k = 1, . . . , M; j = 1, . . . , R; (k, j) /∈ S ∪ E(S)

Given an optimal fractional solution, an integral solution is produced by rounding down to 0 the fractional variables in
the solution. The output for B2D-MCK consists of the items in S and the items (k, j) for which xkj = 1.

Theorem 2.3. The above scheme achieves a ratio of (1 − ε) to the optimal B2D-MCK profit.

Proof. Let x∗ be an optimal solution for the linear program LP(S), and let S∗ be the corresponding subset of items, that is,
S∗ = {(k, j) | x∗

kj = 1}. If |S∗| < h then we are done (the scheme outputs the optimal solution for the B2D-MCK instance, since
we guess S∗); otherwise, let S∗ = {(k1, j1), . . . , (kr, jr)}, such that p(k1, j1) � · · · � p(kr, jr). Let S∗

h = {(k1, j1), . . . , (kh, jh)},

and σ = ∑h
�=1 p(k�, j�). Then, for any item (k, j) /∈ (S∗

h ∪ E(S∗
h)), it holds that p(k, j) � σ/h. Let z∗, ẑ denote the optimal

solution and the solution output by the scheme, respectively. Denote by xB(S∗
h),xI (S∗

h) the basic and integral solutions of
LP(S) as computed by the scheme for the initial guess S∗

h . It holds that

z∗ �
M∑

k=1

R∑
j=1

p(k, j)xB
kj

(
S∗

h

)
�

M∑
k=1

R∑
j=1

p(k, j)xI
kj

(
S∗

h

) + δ, (2)

where δ = ∑
(k, j)∈F p(k, j), and F is the set of items for which the basic variable was a fraction, that is, F = {(k, j) | xB

kj(S∗
h) >

xI (S∗)}.
kj h
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Recall that in any basic solution for a linear program, the number of non-zero variables is bounded by the number
of tight constraints in some optimal solution (since non-tight constraints can be omitted). Assume that in the optimal
(fractional) solution of LP(S∗

h) there are L tight constraints, where 0 � L � M + 2. Then in the basic solution xB(S∗
h), at most

L variables can be strictly positive. On the other hand, if there are L tight constraints, then at least for L −2 sets Sk , the sum
of variables with positive values is exactly 1. Thus, F gets the maximum size when L − 4 variables are assigned the value
‘1’, and 4 variables (associated with two sets) are assigned some fractional values in (0,1), i.e., |F | � 4. Note that δ < 4σ/h,
since F ∩ (S∗

h ∪ E(S∗
h)) = ∅. Hence, from (2), it follows that z∗ � ẑ + 4σ

h � ẑ + 4ẑ
h � ẑ

1−ε . �
We summarize in the next result.

Theorem 2.4. There is a PTAS for VPSD with a single bin.

Proof. We first show that the above scheme yields a (1 + ε)-approximation to the optimum. Suppose that the optimal
value is P , then P can be guessed to within factor (1 − ε). Let P ′ be the guessed value, then, by Lemma 2.2, there exists
an optimal value for the B2D-MCK constructed by the scheme whose value satisfies OPTB2D-MCK � (1 − ε)P . By Theorem 2.3,
our scheme outputs for the B2D-MCK instance a solution whose value is at least

(1 − ε)OPTB2D-MCK � (1 − ε)3 P .

Hence, by taking in the scheme ε′ = ε/3 we get a (1 + ε)-approximation.
To analyze the running time of the scheme, note first that the linear program can be solved in time that is polynomial

in n. In addition, the subset S∗
h can be guessed in O (nO (1/ε)) steps, therefore we get a PTAS. �

3. Single bin and items with uniform profit/size ratio

In this section we present algorithms for instances with uniform profit/size ratio, that is, for some α > 0, ∀i, pi = αsi .
The goal is to pack in a single bin a subset of the items whose total size is as large as possible. We show that for this case
the simple greedy algorithm and PTAS for classic 0/1 knapsack can be extended to apply for VPSD. We note that these or
similar extensions do not fit for arbitrary instances. In both algorithms, the idea is to partly-reduce VPSD to knapsack, by
first considering all items of each color as a single item; later on, these items are separated back to the original items.

W.l.o.g. we assume that ∀k, ck � C , ∀i, si � V (otherwise, omit from the instance items that cannot be packed). Also, we
assume that M, C are given as part of the input. If any of the parameters V , C or M is fixed, then the problem reduces to
the classic knapsack problem: If M is fixed, the subset of colors accommodated in the knapsack can be found by exhaustive
enumeration of all possible subsets of colors whose total compartment requirement is at most C . This is done in O (2M)

steps, which is a constant. If C is fixed then the set of at most C distinct colors in an optimal solution can be found in
O (C MC ) steps, which is polynomial. Then solve the knapsack problem where the input is the subset of items of the selected
colors. If V is a constant then only a constant number of items can be packed in the knapsack and the problem is solvable
in O (nV ) steps.

3.1. A greedy 2-approximation algorithm

Let Sk be the total size of items with color k, 1 � k � M . Consider the following greedy algorithm AG .

1. Sort the colors such that S1/c1 � S2/c2 � · · · � SM/cM .
2. Determine the set of colors which are allocated compartments: these are the first j colors in the sorted list such that∑ j

k=1 ck � C , and
∑ j+1

k=1 ck > C . Let A be the set of all items in the selected colors.
3. Pack the items of A in the knapsack from largest to smallest, ignoring colors, while there is enough space. Let a1 denote

the total size of items packed this way.
4. Let k∗ be the color with maximal total size. Let a2 be the total size of items that are packed from color k∗ when adding

items greedily, from largest to smallest, as long as there is enough space.
5. Select (and pack accordingly) the maximum between a1 and a2.

Theorem 3.1. AG yields a 2-approximation for uniform-ratio instances.

Proof. If the total size of items in color k∗ is more than V , then a2 > V /2, otherwise, a2 = Sk∗ . If a2 > V /2, we are
done (since OPT � V ). Consider the case that a2 = Sk∗ . Since the colors are sorted by profit/compartment ratio, OPT <

S1 + · · · + S j+1. If in step 3 all the items of A are packed, then a1 = S1 + · · · + S j . The total size packed by AG is S(AG) =
max(a1,a2) = max(S1 +· · ·+ S j, Sk∗ ) � 1

2 (S1 +· · ·+ S j + Sk∗ ) � 1
2 (S1 +· · ·+ S j+1) � 1

2 OPT . If in step 3 only part of the items
are packed, then since they are packed from largest to smallest at least half of the bin is filled, which is at least 1

2 OPT . �
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3.2. Approximation scheme

We now describe a PTAS for the uniform ratio case. Our scheme extends the PTAS of Sahni [18] for the classical knapsack
problem. Let k1,k2 be constants (to be determined). Algorithm A proceeds as follows. For any possible selection of at most
k1 items from I , and for any possible selection of at most k2 colors among those that do not appear in the k1 items, do the
following.

1. Let V ′ be the remaining volume (V ′ equals V minus the total size of the k1 items). Let C ′ be the remaining number of
compartments (C ′ equals C minus the total compartment demand of the k2 colors and the k1 items).

2. If this selection of items and colors is infeasible (that is, V ′ < 0 or C ′ < 0) stop; otherwise,
3. Let T be the set of the k2 selected colors and the colors of the k1 items.

(a) Pack the k1 items.
(b) Add the other items of the T colors in arbitrary order as long as there is enough space.
(c) If there is no space while adding these items, terminate with the packed items; otherwise,
(d) Sort the colors that do not belong to T such that S1/c1 � S2/c2 � · · · .
(e) Add items of color c1 in arbitrary order, then items of color c2 and so on, as long as there are enough space and

enough compartments.

Theorem 3.2. For all k1,k2 , A has approximation ratio R A � 1 + 1
min(k1,k2)

and running time O (nk1+1 · Mk2 ).

Proof. The number of possible selections of k1 items and k2 colors is O (nk1 · Mk2 ). For each such subset, the amount of
work done by A is O (n), assuming there is a single preprocessing of sorting the color sets. We now turn to analyze the
approximation ratio of A.

Let OPT be any optimal solution. If |OPT| � k1 we are done, since the solution of OPT will be considered at some
iteration. Let H = {a1,a2, . . . ,ak1 } be the set of k1 most profitable items in OPT . Let W be the set of at most k2 most
profitable colors in OPT , among those that are not presented in H . There exists an iteration of A in which H and W are
considered. We show that the profit gained by A in this iteration yields the statement of the theorem. Consider the list
L1 = OPT \ H = {ak1+1, . . . ,ax} of the remaining items of OPT , in the order they are considered by A. By the algorithm, the
items of OPT whose colors are in T appear first in L1, then the items of OPT whose color has the maximal S j/c j ratio and
so on. The internal order of the items whose colors are in T and in each color set is arbitrary.

Recall that at some point A will try H as the initial set of k1 packed items. The algorithm will then add greedily the
remaining items, as long as the volume and compartment constraints allow. If all the items are packed, A is clearly optimal.
Otherwise, at some point there is not enough space for the next item, or there are not enough compartments for the next
color set. We distinguish between these two cases.

Claim 3.3. If A stops due to space constraint, then R A � 1 + 1/k1 .

Proof. Let m be the index of the first item in L1 which is not placed into the knapsack by A, i.e. items ak1+1, . . . ,am−1 are
packed. We assume that am is not placed in the knapsack because V f , the remaining empty space at that point, is smaller
than sm . At this time, when am is rejected, the knapsack contains the items from H , the items ak1+1, . . . ,am−1 and some
items which are not in OPT .

Let G denote the set of items that are placed in the knapsack so far by the greedy stage of A (steps (b)–(e)). These are
all the items added to the knapsack up to this point that are not in H . The items in G \ OPT are of total size

� = V −
(

V f +
m−1∑
i=1

si

)
. (3)

Thus, the total size of the items in G is SG �
∑m−1

i=k1+1 si + �. We conclude that the total size of the items in OPT is

S(OPT) =
x∑

i=1

si =
k1∑

i=1

si +
m−1∑

i=k1+1

si +
x∑

i=m

si

� S H + (SG − �) +
(

V −
m−1∑
i=1

si

)

= S H + SG + V f < S H + SG + sm.

The last equality follows from (3). Since A packs at least H ∪ G , we get that S(A) � S H + SG which implies S(OPT) −
S(A) < sm . Given that there are at least k1 items with a profit at least as large as am (those selected for H), we get that
sm � S(OPT)/(k1 + 1). This gives the approximation ratio. �
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Claim 3.4. If A stops due to compartment constraint, then R A � 1 + 1/k2 .

Proof. Let C(OPT) denote the set of colors participating in OPT . Recall that W = {b1,b2, . . . ,bk2 } is the set of k2 most
profitable colors in C(OPT), and that T = W ∪ {bk2+1, . . . ,bt} is the set of colors of W and the colors presented in the k1
most profitable items. We know that the total compartment demand of the items of colors in T is at most C (otherwise,
A would have been terminated in step 2). Also, since A does not terminate due to volume constraint (this is handled in
Claim 3.3), it must be that A packs all the items of colors in T . By our selection of H and W we know that T ⊆ C(OPT).

Consider the list L2 = {bt+1, . . . ,bz} of the remaining colors in C(OPT) in the order they are considered by A in step (d).
That is, bt+1 is the color from C(OPT) \ T having the maximal S j/c j ratio, and so on. Let j be the index of the first color in
L2 for which there are not enough compartments in the knapsack, i.e. all the items of colors in bt+1, . . . ,b j−1 are packed.
That is, the first item of color b j is rejected because C f , the number of remaining available compartments at that point,
is smaller than c j . At this time of the rejection, the knapsack contains all the items of colors in T , all the items of colors
bt+1, . . . ,b j−1 and all the items of additional colors which are not in C(OPT).

Let C(G) denote the colors that are placed in the knapsack so far by the greedy stage of A (steps (d)–(e)). These are all
the colors added to the knapsack up to this point that are not in T . The colors in C(G) \ C(OPT) have total compartment
request

Γ = C −
(

C f +
j−1∑
i=1

ci

)
. (4)

Moreover, each of these colors has profit per compartment ratio at least S j/c j since it was considered earlier by the greedy
stage of A. It follows that the total size of packed items of the colors in C(G) is

SC(G) �
j−1∑

i=t+1

Si + Γ
S j

c j
. (5)

Consider now the colors b j, . . . ,bz that are in C(OPT) but are not allocated compartments by A. For each of these
colors i, Si/ci � S j/c j (by the sorting in step (d)). Thus, the total size of items in these colors is

z∑
i= j

Si =
z∑

i= j

Sici

ci
� S j

c j

z∑
i= j

ci .

Note that, since OPT is feasible,
∑z

i=1 ci � C . Using (4), it follows that

z∑
i= j

ci � C −
j−1∑
i=1

ci = Γ + C f . (6)

We conclude that the total size of the items in colors of C(OPT) is

S
(
C(OPT)

)
�

z∑
i=1

Si =
t∑

i=1

Si +
j−1∑

i=t+1

Si +
z∑

i= j

Si

� ST +
(

SC(G) − Γ
S j

c j

)
+ S j

c j
(Γ + C f )

= ST + SC(G) + C f
S j

c j

< ST + SC(G) + S j .

The second inequality follows from (5) and (6), and the last inequality follows from the fact that c j > C f . Clearly,
S(OPT) � S(C(OPT)) since in OPT only a subset of the items from each color in C(OPT) may be packed. Now, since A packs
at least all the items in colors of T ∪ C(G), it holds that S(A) � ST + SC(G) which implies S(OPT) − S(A) < S j . Since T
contains at least the k2 most profitable colors in OPT , the total contribution to OPT of the items with color j is at most
OPT/(k2 + 1). This gives the approximation ratio. �

Combining Claims 3.3 and 3.4 we get the statement of the theorem. �
A PTAS is obtained by selecting k1 = k2 = 1/ε.
Consider the subclass of 2DVP instances in which the size of any item i in each dimension is arbitrary, and the profit

pi is proportional to the size in one dimension. For such instances, we have a combinatorial approximation scheme, as
formalized in the next result.
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Corollary 3.5. Algorithm A is a PTAS for uniform profit/size ratio instances of 2DVP.

4. Better algorithms for special instances

This section shows that better approximations or more efficient algorithms can be obtained for several subclasses of
instances. In Section 4.1, we discuss inputs in which the compartment requirement of any color can take one of w values,
η1, . . . , ηw , where w is a fixed constant. In Section 4.2, we discuss inputs for the data placement problem. For both classes
of inputs we give a pseudo-polynomial time algorithms, which are then transformed into FPTASs.

4.1. Constant number of compartment requirements

Theorem 4.1. If the compartment requirement of any color class can take one of the values η1, . . . , ηw , for some fixed w � 1, then an
optimal solution can be computed in O (nP̂ + M w P̂ 2), where P̂ is an upper bound on the total profit.

Proof. For finding an optimal packing of the items, the following two-stage dynamic programming procedure is used.

• In the first stage, compute recursively (as in Section 2.2) the values of hk,r(a), for 1 � k � M , 1 � r � nk , and 1 � a � P̂ .
Recall that hk,r(a) denotes the minimum total size of a subset of items, out of the first r in color k, such that the total
profit of the subset is a.

• In the second stage, use the values of hk,r(a) to compute recursively fk(a,d1, . . . ,dw), the minimum size sum of a subset
of items whose colors are among the first k, 1 � k � M , such that d� colors from compartment category �, 1 � � � w ,
are used, and the total profit of the items is a, 1 � a � P̂ . Initialize

f0(a,d1, . . . ,dw) =
{

0, a = 0 and d1 = · · · = dw = 0,

+∞, otherwise.

Assume that the k-th color has compartment requirement ηr , for some 1 � r � w , then use the following formula,

fk(a,d1, . . . ,dw) = min

{
fk−1(a,d1, . . . ,dw),

min1�a′�a( fk−1(a − a′,d1, . . . ,dr − ηr, . . . ,dw) + hk,nk (a
′)).

The value of an optimal solution for the problem is given by

max
a=0,..., P̂ ;0�d1,...,dw�M

{
a: f M(a,d1, . . . ,dw) � V and

d∑
�=1

d�η� � C

}
.

Computing the hk,r(a) values requires O (n · P̂ ) steps, and the recursive computation of fk(a,d1, . . . ,dw) is done in O (M w P̂ 2)

steps, which gives the statement of the theorem. �
By scaling the item profits, using the upper bound P̂ on the total profit, only a factor of ε from the optimal solution may

be lost, as formalized in the next result.

Theorem 4.2. There is an FPTAS for VPSD instances with a single knapsack, in which the compartment requirement of any color class
can take one of the values η1, . . . , ηw , and w is fixed. The running time of the scheme is O (n log n + M w+2( n

ε )2).

Proof. The instance is scaled in two steps.

(i) First, find a 2M-approximation to the optimal profit. This is done by taking all the colors k for which ck � C , and gen-
erating an input consisting of these items, such that all items are of the same color. The well-known greedy algorithm
yields a 2-approximation for the knapsack problems (with no colors). Next, assign to the packed items their original
colors, and select the color achieving the maximum profit.

(ii) Let z be the solution value output by the 2M-approximation algorithm. Then set for each item, i, p′
i = � pin

εz �, and set

P̂ = 2M�n/ε� + n as an upper bound for the optimal profit.

As in the classic FPTASs for the knapsack problem (based on a scheme of Ibarra and Kim [11], see also in [14]), the
above scaling yields a (1 + ε)-approximation to the optimal profit. Hence, using the greedy 2M-approximation and applying
dynamic programming as described in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we get that the overall complexity is

O
(
n log n + nP̂ + M w P̂ 2) = O

(
n log n + M w+2 ·

(
n

ε

)2)
. �
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4.2. Data placement on a single disk

In the following we show that the data placement problem on a single disk admits an FPTAS. We first consider the
subclass of instances of VPSD in which all items have the same (unit) size and the same (unit) profit, and each color set
may have arbitrary compartment requirement. We show that for such instances VPSD is solvable in polynomial time.

Theorem 4.3. If ∀1 � i � n, si = pi = 1, an optimal solution can be computed in O (M · min(V ,n)) steps.

Proof. First, we use dynamic programming to compute recursively gk(a), the minimum number of compartments needed
for packing a subset of items whose total profit is a (in other words, for packing a items), from the first k colors. Formally,
for all 0 � k � M , initialize gk(a) = 0 for a � 0. Also, g0(a) = +∞, for a > 0; then we calculate gk(a) for a ∈ {1, . . . , P̂ },
where P̂ = min(n, V ). This is done using the formula

gk(a) = min

{
gk−1(a),

gk−1(a − nk) + ck.

In calculating gk(a), we consider two possibilities. First, no item of color k is packed, then gk(a) = gk−1(a); and second,
some items of color k are packed, in which case we allocate to color k ck compartments. If a > nk , then out of a packed
items, we pack nk in color k, and the remaining a −nk items are packed in additional gk−1(a −nk) compartments. Given the
g values, an optimal solution is found by taking max0�a� P̂ {a: gM(a) � C}. �

Recall that an instance of the data placement problem consists of M files: the k-th file has a specified size, ck , and
a broadcast requirement, nk , which takes a value in (0, V ]. We can reduce a data placement instance to an instance of
VPSD, where all items have unit sizes and unit profits, and the number of items of color k is nk . Using Theorem 4.3, we
can find an exact solution for this VPSD instance in O (M · min(n, V )) steps, where n = ∑M

k=1 nk . Since the input for data
placement consists of the value of V and the sets of values {ck} and {nk}, for 1 � k � M , this exact algorithm becomes
pseudo-polynomial.

We now show how to obtain an FPTAS. We first note that any data placement instance has uniform profit/size ratio with
α = 1. Thus, we can obtain a 2-approximate solution, z, using algorithm AG (see in Section 3.1). We take V̂ = 2 · � M

ε � + M ,

and for any 1 � k � M , we scale the broadcast requirement of the k-th file by taking n̂k = nk ·M
ε·z . Given the scaled instance,

we can now get a (1 + ε)-approximation for data placement by using dynamic programming, as described in the proof
of Theorem 4.3. The running time of AG is O (M log M). Adding the time required for computing the g values, we get an
overall running time of O (M log M + M V̂ ) = O (M2/ε).

Theorem 4.4. There is an FPTAS for data placement on a single disk.

5. Packing in multiple bins: a greedy algorithm

Given an instance of VPSD with N bins, a natural greedy algorithm, AMG , is to pack the bins sequentially. In step j,
1 � j � N , use an (approximation or exact) polynomial time algorithm for packing a ‘good’ subset of the remaining items
in bin j. Such a greedy algorithm was suggested in [3] for the classic multiple knapsack problem, and was shown to give
(2 + ε)-approximation.3 The same analysis can be used for VPSD, as the main argument in the proof is valid also for VPSD.
Specifically, for any bin, j, the set of items that are packed in bin j in some optimal solution and are not packed at all by
greedy, is available for greedy when it fills bin j. Therefore, by applying the FPTAS for a single bin with parameter ε, we get

Theorem 5.1. AMG is a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for VPSD.

Moreover, as in [3], in the special case where all the bins are identical, the main argument in the proof is again valid
also for VPSD. Specifically, when applying the FPTAS for packing the j-th bin, the profit of the packed items is at least
(1 −ε)P (X j)/N , where X j is the set of items that are not packed in the first j − 1 bins in some optimal solution. This yields
better approximation ratio:

Theorem 5.2. AMG achieves ratio e/(e − 1) + ε for VPSD with identical bins, where e is the base of the natural logarithm.

We note that for instances in which any item i has unit size and unit profit and arbitrary compartment requirement, i.e.,
1 � ci � max1� j�N C j , VPSD on multiple bins is still NP-hard. For such instances, we can slightly improve the bounds in
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, using an optimal algorithm for a single bin (Theorem 4.3).

3 See also [4].
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Theorem 5.3. If for all 1 � i � n, si = pi = 1, AMG achieves ratio of 2 to the optimal for arbitrary bins, and a ratio of e/(e − 1) for
identical bins.

6. An approximation scheme for data placement

In this section, we develop a PTAS for data placement instances in which the disks are identical and the number of
distinct file sizes is fixed.

In terms of the VPSD problem, we consider instances I consisting of n items, of M distinct colors; for any item i,1 �
i � n, pi = si = 1. The compartment requirement of color k can take one of w possible values, η1, . . . , ηw , where w > 1 is
a fixed constant. There are nk items of color k, 1 � k � M . Since all items have unit sizes and profits, we may assume that
there is a single set of items in each color. We need to pack a subset of the items in N identical bins, where each bin has
volume V and C compartments.

Throughout the execution of the scheme, it is assumed that no set of items is too large, namely, for all 1 � k � M ,
nk � V /ε. This can harm the approximation ratio at most by factor of ε, as shown in the next lemma, due to Golubchik et
al. [10].

Lemma 6.1. The input I can be transformed to I ′ , which satisfies (i) the size of any set of items is at most V /ε; (ii) any packing of items
in I ′ can be mapped to a packing of items in I of the same profit; (iii) OPT(I ′) � (1 −ε)OPT(I), where OPT(I) is the optimal profit from
packing I .

Given a parameter ε > 0, the scheme proceeds as follows. (i) Guess the optimal profit from the packing, 1 � P � n.
(ii) Guess the subset of items that are packed in the bins. (iii) Pack the selected items, distinguishing between items with
‘large’ and ‘small’ compartment requirements. In the latter case, we further distinguish between packings of ‘large’ and
‘small’ blocks (we define a block below).

Given a correct guess of P , omit from the input the items in any color k such that nk � εP/M . By that, at most a factor
of ε in the approximation ratio is lost. Dividing the value of nk , for each of the remaining colors, by εP/M , and rounding
down to the nearest integral power of (1 + ε), results in an instance in which there are h = O (ln M/ε) distinct nk values.

Now, partition the item sets to w groups, S1, . . . , S w , by their compartment requirements. The item sets having the
compartment requirement η� form the �-th compartment category, S� .

In packing items in the bins, we select in each step a subset of the items (or, block) in some color. We distinguish
between the sizes of the packed blocks and the compartment requirements of the corresponding items. We say that a block
is large if its size is at least εV ; otherwise, it is small. Also, the compartment requirement of color k is large if ck � εC ;
otherwise it is small.

6.1. Packing items with large compartment requirements

First, we pack blocks of items with large compartment requirements. Note that at most 1/ε such blocks can be packed
in each bin. For any 1 � � � w , such that η� � εC , we call S� a large compartment category. To pack items of the large
compartment categories, we consider blocks of sizes which are integral multiples of ε2 V . Also, in determining the numbers
of blocks of each size in a bin, we take bins of size V (1 + ε). Thus, if in some optimal solution a block of size αε2 V is
packed in a bin, where 0 < α � 1/ε2, then we round α to the next integral value. After packing the items, we omit in each
bin at most εV items, to satisfy the volume constraint of the input. This may result in a loss of at most factor of ε in the
overall profit.

Initially, we guess the number of blocks in sizes ε2 V , . . . , V contributed to the solution by each of the large compartment
categories. Taking the block sizes to be integral multiples of ε2 V , each compartment category may contribute blocks of at
most 1/ε2 distinct sizes. We define a block configuration to be the number of blocks of each size contributed to the packing
by a subset of items of a given color. Since nk � V /ε for all 1 � k � M , overall, each item set can contribute at most 1/ε3

blocks. Thus, the total number of block configurations is L = O ((1/ε3)1/ε2
). Now, we guess the number of item sets in each

of the large compartment categories having each configuration. This requires O (M wL) steps. To select the packed items, we
allocate each block configuration to an item set having a minimum number of items that is at least as large as the total
number of items in this block configuration. Thus, we have determined the blocks of items of large compartment categories
that need to be packed in the bins.

Given a correct guess of the blocks contributed by the item sets, we may assume that each block is packed in a distinct
set of compartments in some bin. (Otherwise, we glue together several blocks that share the same compartment set into
one large block.) Hence, the result is an instance of the 2DVP with fixed number of distinct item sizes in each dimension.

We now define a bin configuration to be the number of items in each size (in both dimensions) in a bin. Specifically, let
1 � c � 1/ε, 1 � b � 1/ε2 be the distinct number of item sizes in the first (= compartment) and the second (= block size)
dimension, respectively; then, each configuration is a vector (n11, . . . ,n1b, . . . ,nc1, . . . ,ncb), where 0 � nij � 1/ε, 1 � i � c,

1 � j � b. The total number of bin configurations is R = O ((1/ε)c·b) = O ((1/ε)ε
−3

), which is a constant, and the number of
bins in each configuration can be guessed in O (N R) steps. This gives an optimal packing of the blocks in the bins.
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6.2. Packing large blocks with small compartment requirements

In this step, we pack large blocks of items whose compartment requirement is smaller than εC . We now guess the
number of blocks of sizes εV , . . . , V , as integral multiples of ε2 V , extracted from small compartment categories.

Since at most 1/ε large blocks can be packed in a bin, it is possible to find (as before) in polynomial time an optimal
packing of the blocks in the bins.

6.3. Packing the remaining items

Finally, we pack small blocks of items with small compartment requirements, by solving a linear programming relaxation
and rounding the (fractional) solution. The program takes as input the set of small blocks generated from the remaining
sets of items; we need to allocate for each block of items of color k a set of ck compartments in some bin. This is done by
reducing our problem to the general assignment problem (GAP) and by using a technique of [21] for solving GAP.

In partitioning the remaining items to blocks, assume that blocks generated from the same set of items are packed in
different bins; thus, two blocks of the same color do not share the same set of compartments. We now reduce any instance
of our problem to a GAP instance, where the cost of packing item k in bin j is ckj (in our case, ckj = ck for all 1 � j � N).

As a first step, we ‘guess’ the small blocks contributed by the remaining item sets. Note that a naive search over all
possible partitions to blocks may result in exponential running time. We argue, however, that it suffices to consider only
partitions in which item sets whose sizes are smaller than εV /w are packed as one block in some bin, while item sets with
larger sizes are partitioned to blocks whose sizes are integral multiples of ε2 V /w . For packing the remaining item sets, we

allow to use bins of size V (1 + ε). Suppose that, in some optimal solution, an item set contributes αε2 V
w to the profit in

bin j, then we round this profit (= block size) to the next multiple of ε2 V
w . Since the total number of such blocks in the bin

is at most w/ε, the total packed volume in this bin may increase to at most V (1 + ε). We then omit from the bin the extra
volume, losing at most factor of ε in the total profit. It is possible to guess the small blocks while guessing the large blocks
of items with small compartment requirements, i.e., we include in the block configurations of the item sets blocks of sizes
εV /w, . . . , εV , . . . , V ; then, the length of each block configuration vector is O (w + 1/ε2).

Now, given a good guess of the blocks contributed to the solution by the remaining items, we use a linear program for
packing these items in the bins. For convenience, we map the blocks to items in an instance of GAP; that is, any block that
belonged to an item from compartment category � becomes in the GAP instance an item of the same size and the packing
cost η� , in any of the bins. The size of the resulting GAP instance is equal to the number of blocks generated in the above
partition. Denote this number by m. Note that we can now ignore the colors of the blocks.

Let V j, C j be the remaining volume and available number of compartments in bin j, after packing the blocks in the
previous steps. Denote by xij ∈ {0,1} the indicator variable for the assignment of an item i (in the GAP instance) to bin j.
We formulate the packing problem as the following integer program.

maximize
m∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

xij si

subject to:
m∑

i=1

cixi j � C j for j = 1, . . . , N

m∑
i=1

si xi j � V j for j = 1, . . . , N

N∑
j=1

xij = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,m

We solve the linear programming relaxation of this program, in which xij ∈ [0,1]. Now, we round the optimal fractional
solution, by defining a bipartite graph and by solving the maximum weighted matching problem on this graph. We define
a separate bipartite graph for each compartment category. As shown in [21], the solution for the matching problem yields
an integral packing of the items in the bins, such that there is at most one extra item from each compartment category in
each bin. By taking in our scheme ε′ = ε/w , we get that the total extra volume in any bin is at most εV . By omitting the
extra items, we lose at most a factor of ε from the profit.

We summarize our discussion in the following result.

Theorem 6.2. The above is a PTAS for VPSD instances with unit sizes and profits, and w compartment categories, where w is some
fixed constant. The running time of the scheme is polynomial in N and M and exponential in w and 1/ε.

Note that our scheme yields a PTAS with the same running time for instances of the data placement problem.
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Corollary 6.3. There is a PTAS for the data placement problem with N identical disks and fixed number of distinct file sizes.

7. Approximation scheme for fixed number of colors

For instances in which the distinct number of colors is fixed, we show that VPSD admits a PTAS, even if the items have
arbitrary sizes and profits, and the bins are arbitrary. Our scheme builds on an approximation technique presented in [20]
for class constrained multiple knapsack. However, since the scheme in [20] crucially relies on the fact that the number of
compartments in each bin can be bounded by some constant � M (since the compartment requirement of any color k is
ck = 1), we need to use a different approach. The heart of the scheme is a partition of the bins into O (log(n/ε)) types, by
rounding up the volumes, and by eliminating compartments, such that in the resulting instance all the bins of the same type
have (almost) the same volume and the same number of compartments. This is done without harming the approximation
ratio of the scheme.

Given a parameter ε > 0, the scheme proceeds in the following steps. (i) Guess the optimal profit, OPT(I), within factor
1 − ε. (ii) Guess the subset U ⊆ I of items that are packed in the bins, such that P (U ) � (1 − ε)OPT(I) and there exists a
feasible packing of U . (iii) Partition the bins into O (log(n/ε)) types. (iv) Determine how many bins of each type are assigned
to each subset of colors. (v) Find a feasible packing of U ′ ⊆ U in the bins, such that P (U ′) � (1 − ε)P (U ).

We describe in detail below the steps of the scheme.

Guessing the packed items. Having guessed P � OPT(I)(1−ε), we guess U ⊆ I , a subset of items whose total profit satisfies
P (U ) � (1−ε)P , which has a feasible packing in the bins. This can be done in polynomial time, as shown in the next result.

Lemma 7.1. (See [20].) For a given P , a set U such that P (U ) � (1 − ε)P , and U has a feasible packing (by compartments) in the bins,

can be guessed in nO ( M
ε ln(1/ε)) steps.

Defining bin types. Let r = 2M be the number of possible color sets (i.e., subsets of colors), to be packed in the bins. We
number the subsets of colors in non-decreasing order by the sum of compartment requirements; let cs� denote the sum
of requirements of the �-th subset. For any bin B j having c j compartments, B j belongs to A� if the maximum sum of
compartment requirements that can be assigned to B j belongs to the �-th subset (ties are broken arbitrarily).

Lemma 7.2. For any 1 � � � r, the set A� can be transformed into a set with O (log(n/ε)) bin types, such that (i) the bins in each
subset have the same number of compartments and their capacities are in the range [v, v(1 + ε)) for some v; (ii) for any U� ⊆ I that
has a feasible packing in A� , there exists U ′

� ⊆ U� that has a feasible packing in the transformed set, and P (U ′
�) � (1 − ε)P (U�).

Proof. For a given 1 � � � r, let vmax = vmax(�) denote the maximal capacity of a bin in A� . Let g be the minimum integer

such that the number of bins of sizes in [εvmax/n
gM
ε , vmax] is at least

T ′′ = M

ε
. (7)

Note that there exists such g � 0, since w.l.o.g. we may assume that the number of bins in A� is Ω(log(n/ε)). Consider

the set of bins in A� whose capacities are in the range [εvmax/n
(g+1)M

ε , vmax]. We partition this set of bins into subsets,
A0

�, A1
�, . . . , such that A j

� consists of the bins whose capacities are in the range[
εvmax

n
(g+1)M

ε

(1 + ε) j,
εvmax

n
(g+1)M

ε

(1 + ε) j+1
)

.

We now have O (log(n
(g+1)M

ε /ε)) different subsets of bins in A� .
Suppose that U� ⊆ I is packed in the original set of bins in A� , then we add w � M bins, at most one for each color 1 �

k � M , and pack all the items in color k, previously packed in bins of sizes smaller than εvmax/n
(g+1)M

ε , in a single bin having

cs� compartments. The total capacity of the w added bins is at most εvmax/n(
(g+1)M

ε −1) � εvmax/n
gM
ε . Therefore, we can

transform the set A� to a set of bins, where all the bins, except for w � M , are of sizes in the range [εvmax/n
(g+1)M

ε , vmax],
arranged in the sets {A j

�} defined above.
Since the set U� is unknown in advance, we have to guess w � M and the partition of the extra capacity of the small

bins (which is at most εvmax/n
gM
ε ) among the w new bins in A� . The capacity of each of the new bins will be a multiple

1 � d � n of εvmax/n
(g+1)M

ε . Thus, the overall number of guesses is nw � nO (M) .
Finally, after the items of U� are packed in the transformed set of bins A� , we need to eliminate the extra w bins.

Clearly, we can remove from A� any set of w bins with the largest capacities.
Consider the set of T ′′ + w bins in A� having the largest capacities, where T ′′ is defined in (7). Note that T ′′ + w �

T ′′ + M � T ′′(1 + ε).
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Since this set of bins contains at least T ′′ bins of size εvmax/n
gM
ε or larger, which belonged originally to A� , we can

select the T ′′ most profitable bins, thus guaranteeing that each of the w eliminated bins are at least of the size of a new
bin, and the total profit of U ′

� , the remaining set of packed items, is at least (1 − ε)P (U�). Repeating this for any 1 � � � r,
we get the statement of the theorem. �
Assigning color sets to bins. Now, we determine how many bins of each type A j

� , for all �, j, are assigned a given subset of
colors (out of the r = 2M possible subsets).

This gives a partition of the bins into blocks, such that all the bins in the same block have (almost) the same volume and
the same number of compartments, and are assigned the same subset of colors.

Note that since the number of bin types is t = r · O (log(n/ε)), we can use a technique for guessing the assignments of
color sets to the bins, as in the CCMK problem. The following was shown in [20].

Lemma 7.3. For t = O (log n) bin types, the assignment of color sets to the bin types can be done in 2
r2
ε logn = nO (r2/ε) steps.

Packing the items. Having assigned to each bin a subset of colors, we can apply the packing step for CCMK to obtain
a feasible packing of U ′ ⊆ U in the bin blocks, such that P (U ′) � (1 − ε)P (U ). As shown in [20], this can be done in
polynomial time.

Putting together the guessing and packing steps, we get the following.

Theorem 7.4. There is a PTAS for VPSD instances in which M is a fixed constant.
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